Waterways in Europe: Opportunity
or danger?
Evaluation questionnaire - Work in groups
Please answer to this questionnaire after a consensus in your group, that should be composed with
people from, at least, three different nationalities. Try to be critical and constructive: our goal is to
improve this project.
Only one questionnaire per group should be filled.

1. Has communication through eTwinning beeing fluent? If not, how should it be
improved?
W
Three of the five groups say that “communication has been fluent”. 1 of them affirms
athat “it's better to talk by Facebook” because it has chat and you can see photos”. One
sof the groups adds “we've spoken a lot all together and before people arrived at Spain
we had got a good friendship”. One of the groups says as far as eTwinning is
t concerned”it doesn't have any privacy because it hasn't got any chat”.
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2. Were the assignments of the tasks during the project affordable?

Three of the five groups say “yes, it was”. One of the groups adds:”all the activities
were great and we had a lot of fun all together because we are good friends”.
3One of the groups affirms”We need more free time”. Another group comment”Maybe
. groups were too big to work good, and we speak and stayed together more time and
better in excursions like Madrid or Manzanares”.
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3. Have activities helped you to have an adequate relationship with members of other
teams?

4.In general,
H they say “yes”. One of the groups thinks”much better activities out of
aschool”. Two other groups say that activities have helped “because we worked in
vgroups of different nationalities”.
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4. Have your English skills been improved? If yes, how?

IAll the groups say their English has improved or at least they have practised a lot. The
dreasons and the comments are:”we were all the day speaking English”, “we have fun
eand we've learnt a lot of vocabulary of English”, “we were able to speak English more
a
fluent because of talking to each other”.
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5. Ideas for the next meeting. What do you want to do?

All the groups underline the fact that they would like to have more “free time”, “less
“funny activities”, “include the weekend in the visit” or more time “with the
6.museums”,
H
ohost families”. Only one suggests “presentations in smaller groups”
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6. How did you feel speaking to an audience? Was it a positive or a negative experience?

7Two of the groups say”we felt nervous, unconfortable. It was difficult to speak to a lot
. of people” or “It is easier to speak to an audience that you know”. The rest of the
groups affirm that it was “good” or a positive experience because people were
W
“sympathetic”. One of the groups underlines the fact that it was the first time they
htalked to an audience.
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7. What things (traditions, clothes, food, etc.) did surprised you about about Spain?
- Good food (for example, Spanish omelette)
- Bad weather
- People are open, friendly. “The girls and boys aren't shy like in other countries”.
- Peopler are f
-

8. What things made you connect with people from the other countries (music, food, etc)?

- Music and food
- Host families
9- Parties
- Football teams
- Presentations
- Language
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9.Have you learned about other participants countries? What have you learned?

1- Words, songs, dances of other languages and countries
- Culture of Colmenar
- Many interesting facts and differences about the participant countries
- Different ways of spending the time
- Rivers

10. Suggestions, ideas. Feel free to add here whatever you want related to the project or
the meeting.

Almost all the groups would like to spend more time in the host country.

Thank you for your work!

